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Oceanside Glasstile ® Showcases
New Elevati ons™ Collection at
NeoCon ® Worl d’s Tra de Fair
New Large Format Glass Field Tile Collection
Makes Strong Architectural Statement;
Gem-like Facets™ Miniature Mosaic Field will also be shown
CHI CA G O – June 12 , 200 6 – Oceanside Glasstile, a world leader in the design and
production of handcrafted glass tile, today announced it will be featuring Elevations™,
a new line of modular larger format field tile and multidimensional decorative liners,
and its Facets™ collection of miniature mosaic field tile in its Booth #7-8110 at NeoCon
World’s Trade Fair in the Architectural Tile and Stone Pavilion, June 12-14 in Chicago at
the Merchandise Mart.
Available in showrooms later this summer, the Elevations series of large field tile and
decorative liners features clean lines and modern aesthetics. Its combination of sizes
and multidimensional geometric decorative liners makes a strong statement in a broad
range of architectural styles, both commercial and residential.
Sold as individual pieces, field sizes range from 1 ¼” x 10” to 10” x 10”, and 2 ½” x 2
1/2” to 5” x 10”. An additional field tile, Extrados (1 ¼” x 10”) has a bold threedimensional arch, which adds to its design interest especially when set in an offset
pattern. The Elevations collection creates dramatic indoor and outdoor floor and wall
applications; set vertically, horizontally, straight set, offset, or in random modular
patterns. Six distinctive decorative liners in geometric relief patterns, rare in the field of
glass tile, are available—Vanishing Point, Optics, Levels, Decipher, Freehand and
Mirage—averaging 2 ¼” x 10 3/4” in size.

Elevations decorative liners and most field tile sizes are available in 34 iridescent and
non-iridescent colors. 5" x 10" and 10" x 10" field are available in seven iridescent
colors. The lines 3/8”-plus thickness makes for ease of mixed media installation with
materials such as ceramic, porcelain and stone.
-more-
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Facets
Also on display in Oceanside Glasstile’s booth will be the new Facets field tile, which
mirrors in miniature the company’s popular Tessera™ line of mosaic glass tile. Named
for its gem-like qualities, Facets sparkles with reflective light creating a rich, luminous
and expressive look. Facets field, one of the smallest glass tile mosaics in the industry,
is offered in three sizes: 1/2” x 1/2”; 1/2” x 1” Offset Joint; and Random Modular.
Available in showrooms later this summer, Facets field tile comes face-mounted on
paper in 12” x 12” sheets (all sizes are nominal).
Gem-like and lustrous Facets border and field tile patterns are made-to-order in a
choice of 44 iridescent and non-iridescent colors in Ocean or Earth palettes. Because
colors are custom specified, Facets borders and field tile patterns offer a wide range of
highly individual design options. Borders coordinate beautifully with Facets mosaic
field. Border sizes vary, with the average border running 3” tall by 12” wide and many
can be cut into small decorative or narrow linear accents. Extremely versatile, Facets
can be used in a wide range of design applications.

Timeless Tessera Mosaics
Design classic Tessera mosaics will also be on display in the company’s booth. New
designer colors in Olive and Tahoe add to the line’s Ocean and Earth palettes of more
than three dozen shimmering iridescent and non-iridescent colors plus over two dozen
blends including the new Disco Inferno, Tapenade, Cammie, Vogue, Shire, and
Enchantment. Tessera also offers the ability to create custom blends using any
combination of colors.
About Oceanside Glasstile
Oceanside Glasstile is a world leader in the design and production of hand crafted glass
tile, providing unique and innovative products to the tile, architectural and design
industries as well as consumer markets. Oceanside Glasstile pioneered the
development of glass tile products, which it markets globally to distributors and
showrooms. Oceanside Glasstile products are consciously crafted and beautifully
“green,” made from silica sand, an abundant natural resource, and up to 86% recycled
material. For more information about Oceanside Glasstile, please visit
www.glasstile.com.
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